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Take a journey through the world's most romantic city, traveling from color to magnificent color with

this beguiling book. An orange cafÃƒÂ© chair, bright blue bicycles against a fence, a weathered

white doorÃ¢â‚¬â€•Nichole Robertson's sumptuous photographs of the distinctive details of Paris,

all arranged by color, evoke a sense of serendipitous discovery and celebrate the city as never

before. At once a work of art and a window into the heart of the city, Paris in Color will surprise and

delight those who love art, design, color, and, of course, Paris!
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"The iconic landmarks for which Paris is known the world over rarely feature in the photography

ofÃ‚Â Nichole RobertsonÃ‚Â - which is precisely what makes her imagery so compelling, irresistible

and refreshingly different." - Nicola Williams, Art of the Weekend Ã‚Â "She seeks out culture high

and low, bits of nature thriving in the city and moments of human interaction. Neutral grays and

browns are featuredÃ‚Â prominently in her work;Ã‚Â bouncing against each other, like shades, they

feel lively. Robertson's color-seeking approach is surprising, given the uniformly neutral shade that

prevails in so much of Paris." - CNN TravelÃ‚Â "This is a must-have in your design library as a color

reference and for photographic inspiration." -- Design Muse"From Nichole Robertson, cofounder of

the blog and design studio Little Brown Pen, comes Paris in Color, a book that presents the City of

Light in all its enchanting hues. Including more than 150 pages of vivid photographs, this volume

showcases Parisian design and architecture, its iconic monuments as well as its moments of quiet,



accidental splendor. Robertson's work offers readers a color-coordinated tour of her favorite city,

lovingly lingering on such staggering details as its scarlet Metro entrances and Wallis-blue doors." --

Lonny magazine"A feast of color-coordinated vignettes." -- LuckyMag.com

I'm consistently drawn to the way color contrasts Paris' neutral facades, the way layers of paint

erode into a form of abstract art, and to the details that are often overshadowed by iconic

landmarks. The photos offer candid glimpses of the thoughtful craftsmanship, pedestrian pleasures

and gracefully worn textures that cumulatively capture the unmistakable charm of Paris.Ã‚Â -

Nichole Robertson

This book was a Christmas gift for myself. My dream is to travel to Paris. The photographs capture

Parisian life that while deeply rooted in its rich history, transcends seamlessly and elegantly to

modern day France. This book is beautiful and inspiring.

Paris is one of my favorite cities and the photos capture the happy meanderers' visual serendipities

in the neighborhoods and along the streets of the city. This type of imagery takes one back to "being

there" which is a wonderful feeling - the the book is much less expensive than an air ticket!!!

Love how the author of the book curated the photos for it. Plus the layout of it and overall just

looking at it is a pleasure. Although the subject of the photographs could have been slightly more

interesting.

I really enjoy Nicole's work and the way she puts sets of photos together by color. It's a very clean,

interesting way to view the prints. If you go on her websites, you can buy a set and have an instant

collection, ready to hang on your wall that you didn't have to curate yourself. :) My only complaint

with this book is that more of her work is not included. Nicole has a lot more to show than this, and

although the price point was good (I purchased the digital version), I feel that the book was a bit

skinny.

I stumbled upon Nichole's blog just a few months ago the way it often happens, searching for

something specific (images of window boxes) that leads you somewhere else. I really enjoy the

photos she posts and I was happy to discover she had a book coming out. Of course I pre-ordered it

right away. This is a really great visual book because it captures so many things that you take note



of while on a trip to Europe. Unfortunately, they are soon forgotten because you don't always

photograph them yourself. Colors, textures, typography...all the little details. I was looking for a book

to keep me inspired while I work on designing and launching a line of products to be made in Italy,

and it really helps to give me a quick little dose of Europe.

I loved it and the person I bought it for did as well.

This is a beautiful book. My wife and I last visited Paris 7 years ago. While we visited & enjoyed all

of the typical tourist stops, it was our meandering detours through Paris' residential neighborhoods

that made our trip so special. We tripped over cafe's, crepe stands, street fairs, parks and many

hidden yet wonderful architectural designs. It was also on this trip we discovered my wife was

pregnant with our 1st child! Of course while that made our trip extra special - that was our last

European vacation alone. So I bought Paris In Color on  (after spying it in an Anthropologie store)

as an anniversary gift to my wife. These subtly gorgeous pictures (cleverly divided up by color

segments) brought our Paris adventure back to life along with all of the wonderful emotions that we

associated with that trip. It made for a very special gift and has inspired us to revisit Paris next year!

Bien jouÃƒÂ©
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